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GAMMA-400 is a new space mission which will be installed on board the Russian space platform Navigator. It
is scheduled to be launched at the beginning of the next decade. GAMMA-400 is designed to study simultaneously gamma rays (up to 3 TeV) and cosmic rays (electrons and positrons from 1 GeV to 20 TeV, nuclei up to
1015 -1016 eV). Being a dual-purpose mission, GAMMA-400 will be able to address some of the most impelling
science topics, such as search for signatures of dark matter, cosmic-rays origin and propagation, and the nature
of transients. GAMMA-400 will try to solve the unanswered questions on these topics by high-precision measurements of the Galactic and extragalactic gamma-ray sources, Galactic and extragalactic diffuse emission and
the spectra of cosmic-ray electrons + positrons and nuclei, thanks to excellent energy and angular resolutions.
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1. INTRODUCTION

2. GEOMETRY

GAMMA-400 (Galper et al. [2013]) is a Russian
space mission, approved by the Russian space agency,
with an international contribution. Foreseen to be
launched at the beginning of the next decade, the
satellite will be positioned on a circular orbit at
∼200000 km. This specific orbit, combined with
a pointing mode observational strategy, allows to
perform continuous observations of a source without Earth occultation. During its first year of mission, GAMMA-400 is planned to observe the Galactic
plane.
Designed as a dual experiment, GAMMA-400 will
be able to study gamma rays, from 100 MeV up to
several TeV, as well as cosmic rays, electrons up to
20 TeV and protons and nuclei up to the “knee”
(1015 -1016 eV). It will search for possible dark matter signal thanks to an unprecedented energy resolution that will permit to detect features associated
to dark matter annihilation or decay in the spectra
of sources such as the Galactic Center. GAMMA400 will also study gamma-ray sources such as active galactic nuclei, supernova remnants, pulsars and
gamma-ray bursts (GRBs). The GRB study will be
performed using both the main instrumentation, described in the next section, and the Konus-FG detectors. Six Konus-FG will be installed on GAMMA-400
to study GRBs in the 10 keV - 15 MeV energy range
with a field-of-view of 2π sr. Four of these detectors
will be able to reconstruct the direction of the incoming photons with an accuracy between 0.5◦ and 3◦ ,
while the remaining two will serve as spectrometric
detectors.
GAMMA-400 will address the remaining issues regarding cosmic-rays origin, acceleration and propagation by studying the high energy all electron spectrum,
with a 2% energy resolution, and the cosmic-ray elemental spectra up to the knee, with high statistics and
energy resolution.
Some of the GAMMA-400 performance, and the scientific objectives that will be addressed, are summarized
in tab. I.

The GAMMA-400 apparatus, of which a schematic
view is presented in fig. 1, will comprise:

Performance
Energy Res.

∼ 1% γ
∼ 2% e±
∼ 35% p
Angular Res. ∼0.6◦ @ 1 GeV
∼0.02◦ @ 100 GeV
∼0.006◦ @ 1 TeV
GF
> 3 m2 sr

Scientific Objectives
DM
CRs origin
CRs propagation
CRs origin
Transients
EBL
DM
CRs origin
CRs propagation

Table I Summary of the GAMMA-400 performance and
scientific topics.
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• A converter/tracker (C) where the impinging
gamma ray creates an electron-positron pair
subsequently detected by Silicon layers;
• A calorimeter composed partially by CsI(Tl)
slabs and Silicon sensors (CC1, also referred to
as pre-shower in the following) and partly by
CsI(Tl) cubes (CC2, also referred to as calorimeter in the following);
• An Anticoincidence system covering both the
sides and the top of the detector (AC top and
lat) to reject the charged particles for gammaray observations;
• A Time-of-flight system composed by four layers
of scintillating materials (S1 and S2) to discriminate upgoing particles, such as backsplashed
particles from the calorimeter, and downgoing
particles;
• A charge identification system (LD), to discriminate between the different elements interacting
inside the detector;
• A neutron detector (ND) and scintillation detectors (S3 and S4), used to improve the electron/hadron rejection factor.
A comparison between the tracker and calorimeter of
Fermi and GAMMA-400 is presented in tab. II.

2.1. Tracker
The tracker is divided into four towers. Each tower
is composed by ten planes of single-sided Silicon detectors. The first eight planes are interleaved by a
0.1 X0 of Tungsten, absent in the last two planes, for
a total of ∼1 X0 in the whole tracker. The tungsten, where present, and two Si layers, for the x and
y view, are mounted on a honeycomb Al support. A
2 mm gap separates two different trays. Each Si layer
is composed by an array of 5×5 tiles each of which
has a 9.7×9.7 cm2 area. Five tiles are wired-bonded
together to form a ∼49 cm long ladder. The sensors
are single-sided strip detectors with a strip pitch of 80
µm and a read-out pitch of 240 µm. The read-out of
the strips is analog, similar to the one used by AGILE
(Tavani et al. [2001]). This read-out system permits
to retain the information on the energy released inside the strip, allowing to reach a low error on the hit
position (less than 40 µm) as well as using the tracker
Si planes as a charge identifier. Thanks to this detector configuration, GAMMA-400 will be able to achieve
an angular resolution at low energy comparable to the
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Fermi
GAMMA-400
∼140×140
∼97×97
12 planes: 0.03 X0
8 planes: 0.1 X0
4 planes: 0.18 X0
2 planes: no W
2 planes: no W
Pitch (µm)
228
80
Readout Pitch (µm)
228
240
Readout
Digital
Analog
Calorimeter Vertical R.L. (X0 )
8.6
23 (CC1 not included)
Vertical I.L. (λI )
0.4
1.1 (CC1 not included)
Segmentation
96 Bars × Tower
9408 Cubes
2.7×2.0×32.6 cm3
3.6×3.6×3.6 cm3
Tracker

Dimension (cm2 )
Radiation Length

Table II Comparison between the tracker and calorimeter of Fermi (Atwood et al. [2009]) and GAMMA-400

entation of the slabs on the first plane is perpendicular
to the orientation on the second plane in order to have
the separate x and y view.
The 50 cm lever arm between the tracker and the preshower, combined with the finely pitched Si in both
detectors, allows to reach an optimal angular resolution at high energy, as shown on the left of fig. 2.
A direction reconstruction can be also performed using only information from the pre-shower, helping in
increasing the total effective area of the instrument.

2.3. Calorimeter

Figure 1: Schematic view of the apparatus. From top to
bottom: converter-tracker (C), anticoincidence system
(AC top and lat), time-of-flight system (S 1 to 4),
calorimeter (CC1 and CC2), charge identification system
on the side of the calorimeter (LD) and neutron detector
(ND). The dimensions values are in mm.

one of Fermi front (Atwood et al. [2009]), as can be
noticed at the left of fig. 2, even with a more than
doubled tungsten thickness.

2.2. Pre-shower
The pre-shower is composed by two planes of
CsI(Tl) slabs interleaved by single-sided Si detectors,
two layers for the x and y view. The Si layers are
equal in pitch, dimensions and read-out to the Si layers inside the tracker. The total radiation length of
the detector is of ∼ 2 X0 .
Each CsI(Tl) plane is divided in an array of 20×3
slabs, each with a volume of 33.3×5×2 cm3 . The orieConf C141020.1

The design of the calorimeter is based on a novel
configuration. It is composed by 28×28×12 cubes of
CsI(Tl), each with a side of 3.6 cm. This particular
segmentation permits to reconstruct the shower created by particles coming not only from above but also
from the sides of the detector, greatly increasing the
geometrical factor (GF) of the instrument. The planar GF is 10.1 m2 sr which, taking into consideration
the quality cuts necessary to the reconstruction, corresponds to an effective GF of more than 3 m2 sr.
The expected electron/proton rejection factor is of the
order of 105 with an energy resolution for protons in
the 100 GeV-100 TeV energy range, between 30% and
40%.
The energy resolution for gamma rays, using also the
tracker, reaches 1% at 10 GeV, as shown at the right
of fig. 2.
The possibility of reconstructing the shower of particles coming also from the sides of the detector can be
exploited also for gamma-ray observations. Thanks to
an angular resolution of the order of some degrees, a
more than 2π sr field-of-view and a considerable effective area, the GAMMA-400 calorimeter can indeed be
used to provide a trigger for observations of transients
from the ground. A prototype of the calorimeter, photograph shown in fig. 3, has already been tested at the
CERN SPS (Mori et al. [2013]).
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Figure 2: Comparison between the angular (left) and energy (right) resolutions of Fermi-LAT (URL [2013]) and
GAMMA-400, using information from both calorimeter and tracker (Galper et al. [2013]).

signal as well as to try solving the remaining issues on
the cosmic-rays origin, acceleration and propagation
mechanisms. The launch of the satellite is currently
scheduled for the beginning of the next decade.
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Figure 3: The calorimeter prototype inside the Al frame.
The photodiodes, as well as the kapton readout cables,
are visible on the first layer (Mori et al. [2013]).

3. CONCLUSIONS
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